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MEANINGS OF DIFFICULT WORDS USED IN THE CHAPTER 
 

WORD MEANING 

Cherry-stone Seed of a cherry 

Haul Pull or drag with effort 

Jerk A quick, sharp and sudden movement 

Grasp Hold firmly 

Dripping Very wet 

Splendid Magnificent, very impressive 

Whistle 
A clear, high pitched sound made by forcing breath through a small hole 
between closed lips.  

Worse  A poorer quality , less good 

Trust Firm belief in the truth or ability of someone or something.  

Drowned Die to submersion in water 

Coach man A driver of a horse -drawn carriage 

Complement Expression of praise 

 
 
 
ANTONYMS (OPPOSITES) OF WORDS USED IN THE CHAPTER 
 

WORD ANTONYM 

Buy Sell 

Good Bad 

Little More 

Danger Safety 

Sink  Float 

Strong Weak 

Together Separate 

Off On 

Sure Unsure 

Old New/ young  

Quicker Slower 

 



SENTENCES USING WORDS OR PHRASES USED IN THE CHAPTER 
 
 

WORD/PHRASE SENTENCE 

Surprise My friends organised a surprise birthday party for me.  

Whistle The train whistle before leaving the station.  

Hauled The fisherman hauled the net.  

Splendid It was a splendid weather.  

Jerk The scooter started with a sudden jerk.  

Grasp We must grasp all good chances in our life.  

Dripping The juice started dripping when I cut the watermelon.  

Worse The marks are was this time.  

In danger of Tigers are now in danger of extinction.  

Drowned Many people drowned in the great flood.  

Coachman The coachman drove the carriage smoothly 

 
 
 
 
Questions with short answers covering the entire chapter: 
 
 

QUESTION ANSWER 

What interesting things was Uncle Tom 
making? 

Uncle Tom was cutting little baskets out of cherry stone, drawing 
funny faces on nutshell, and making whistle out of small pieces of 
stick. 

What surprised Eva very much? 
Uncle Tom didn’t know where he was going that made Eva 
surprised.  

Why did she say she would ask her father to 
buy Uncle Tom? 

She said this because if her father buys Uncle Tom, then they will 
have good time together.  

How did the accident happened to Eva? 
When all the wood had been hauled on board, the boat set off 
again down the river. It started with a sudden jerk, then Eva 
slipped over the other side of the boat and fell into the water. 

How was she rescued? 
Uncle Tom jumped into the water and grasp Eva in his strong arms 
then they were lifted on the boat safely.  

How did Eva’s father show his thanks to 
uncle Tom? 

Eva’s father thank Uncle Tom and made him the coachman. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Extract Based questions with answers covering the entire chapter: 
 
Extract No 1 

 
Extract:” what is the little missy's name.” 
 

Questions Answers 

Who said the above line? Uncle Tom said the above line.  

By which name children used to call 
Tom? 

Children used to call Tom as uncle Tom.  

What was Eva going to call Tom? Eva was going to call Tom as uncle Tom.  

What was Uncle Tom making with 
the pieces of sticks? 

Uncle Tom was making whistle out of the small pieces of stick.  

Who is little missy? Eva is little missy.  

 
 
 
Extract Based questions with answers covering the entire chapter: 
 
Extract No 2 

 
Extract:” soon after the boat stopped for a short time” 
 

Questions Answers 

What were the boatmen doing? The boatmen were hauling up a load of wood.  

Where was Eva and her father 
standing? 

Eva and her father stood at the boat rail talking and looking on 

What happened to Eva? Eva slipped over the side of the boat and fell into the water.  

Who save Eva from drowning? Uncle Tom’s saved Eva from drowning 

Who was a good swimmer? Uncle Tom was a good swimmer.  

 
 
 
Extract Based questions with answers covering the entire chapter: 
 
Extract No 3 

 
Extract: “the old slave new all about horses.” 
 

Questions Answers 

Who knew all about horses? Uncle Tom knew all about horses.  

Why did Eva’s father thanks uncle 
Tom? 

Eva’s father thank uncle Tom because he save his daughter's life.  

What did Eva’s father made him? Eva’s father made him the coach man.  

Who brought uncle Tom from the 
slave merchant? 

Eva's father brought uncle Town from the slave merchant.  

How did Uncle Tom live in his new 
house? 

Uncle Tom lived very happily in his new home.  

 
 



Extract Based questions with answers covering the entire chapter: 
 
Extract No 4 

 
Extract: “soon after the boat stopped for a short time.” 
 

Questions Answers 

Why did the boat stop? The boat stop so that the both men can hauled up a load of wood.  

Who helped the boatman? Uncle Tom help the boatmen in their work.  

What were Eva and her father 
doing?  

Eva and her father stood at the boat- rail talking and looking on.  

How did the accident happened to 
Eva? 

So sudden the boat started with a jerk that little Eva slipped over the side 
of the boat, and fell into the water.  

 


